Beams of 96-and 115-MeV a particles were used to study the giant resonance region in 27 nuclei ranging from "N to ' 'Pb. A prominent broad (I = 3-7 MeV) peak is present in the spectra at an excitation energy of -63/A '" MeV for all nuclei studied with A& 36. No 
I. INTRODUCTION The observation of strong, broad peaks in photonuclear excitation functions many years ago led Goldhaber and Teller' to Two-dimensional spectra of particle identifier output vs total energy were checked to insure that the particle identifier output was independent of energy. Energy calibrations spanning the giant resonance region were obtained from inelastic n scattering on "C at angles from 10 to 60'.
In order to reduce tailing of the elastic peak, the solid angle defining collimator was placed between the AE and E detectors and the collimators were polished to ensure squareness and uniformity. The detectors were shielded so that they could see neither the entrance nor exit ports of the chamber at the most extreme angles run. The gas cell collimator did not permit observation of either entrance or exit windows of the cell. The beam passed through an x-y collimator at the exit of the cyclotron, then through the 165' analyzing magnet and another x-y collimator about 2 m before a 30' switching magnet. The first x-y collimator determined the initial object size (and ing at 20-30 MeV excitation, which is most probably from this process.
Since present theories are unable to account quantitatively for the continuum, it was treated as background and an empirical subtraction procedure was used. First an angle was chosen where the GQR was near a minimum. A power series fit was then made to a curve which smoothly joined the background above the GQR (flat) to that below (rising). The resulting function was renormalized above the GQR for other angles and subtracted from the data. This procedure is illustrated in Fig fairly symmetric peak sitting on a background which lends itself to interpolation. Criterion (2) is difficult to specify quantitatively. It is apparent 2880 however in nuclei with A & 36 that the presence of fine structure and the broadening of the GQR peak make the separation of peak from background considerably more ambiguous than in medium and heavy mass nuclei. A. shell nuclei (~Ca, "Zr, '"Sm, 2O'Pb) and the width decreases as A increases, reminiscent of the behavior of the GDR. A comparison of the GQR peaks for """ "'Sm are shown in Fig. 13 .
It is apparent that the width increases as one goes from the spherical to the soft to the deformed nuclei, with I'", -I'", = l"", -I'",=0.4 MeV. Thus, permanently deformed '"Sm has a width 0.8+ 0.3 MeV greater than spherical '"Sm. Utilizing the usual QQ interaction, a 6 MeV splitting of the GQR is predicted for "'Sm due to the deformation; however, a rigorous application" of self-consistency to the coupling of the quadrupole mode leads to a modified QQ interaction which reduces the splitting to about 2 MeV, consistent with the observed broadening.
VII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK
In order to assess the reliability of the interpretation of the data, the many different reactions populating GQRs must be compared. Figure 14 shows a comparison of one of our 9OZr(o. , o. ') spectra with an electron scattering spectrum taken by Fukuda and Torizuka" at a momentum transfer where the 6=1 contribution is weak com- The upper is 9 Zr(e, e') from Ref. 27 . The linea are the E2 (large peak) and E1 (small peak) components, respectively of the (e, e') data.
tracted by different reactions is given in Table V Now that many of the systematics of the GQR are established, the many differences and individual features must be investigated. The transition from a well-defined GQR in heavy nuclei to a diffuse and f ragmented E2 strength distribution in light nuclei is not fully understood. Structure in the region of the GQR is apparent for many nuclei; just below the GQR in the 40-60 mass region and possibly just above the GQR in the A. = 141-174 mass region. In "'Pb considerable fine structure in the GQR region has been observed in several inelastic scattering studies and there are some indications, particularly for ' Pb, that other multipoles may also be contributing to the peak. These individual nuclei now need to be studied in detail, certainly in several cases with good resolution, to identify the structure and to ascertain whether other multipoles may be important.
In conclusion, several things whose importance has become apparent during the course of these investigations should be pointed out. Analysis and interpretation of data on giant resonances obtained by inelastic scattering is hampered both by the large continuum underlying the peak and the possible presence of structure other than the giant resonance of interest. Careful experimental technique is required to insure the absence of spurious contributions in the spectra, and good statistics must be obtained to define the spectral shape. The use of n particles to excite the GQR has several advantages over other projectiles. The GDR is not excited in (o. , n'), hence the o. data may be used to ascertain the GDR contribution in proton and electron scattering where its contribution must be taken into account before the GQR properties can be obtained. The ratio of the peak height of the GQR to the nuclear continuum yield (for "Ni see Fig. 15 ) is more favorable in (o, o. ') than in (d, d') , and the delineation between the peak and the background appears somewhat better.
Recent experiments at this laboratory and elsewhere" suggest that a marked improvement in peak to background ratio can be obtained by utilizing still higher energy n beams. A careful comparison of several different reactions at this time provides the most reliable information on the composition of the observed giant resonances.
